
DESCRIBING 
CHEMICAL REACTIONS



Chemical reactions are everywhere 

Scientists describe chemical reactions using:

Word Equations  

Chemical Equations



Word Equation: describing a chemical reaction using  
names of reactants and products

Example: calcium + sulfur --> calcium sulfide



Chemical Equation: describing a chemical reaction using 
chemical formulas of reactants and products 

Example: Ca + S --> CaS



During a reaction, reactants collide allowing their atoms to 
rearrange into new products

Reactant - chemical present at start of a reaction

Product - chemical that is produced during a reaction

Reactants             Products



           means “yields”, “forms”, or “makes”

Left of arrow = reactants

Right of arrow = products

“+” used in between reactants and products

State Symbol - indicates state of chemical at room 
temperature (s) solid, (l) liquid, (g) gas, (aq) aqueous



CONSERVING MASS
Law of Conservation of Mass: in any chemical reaction, 
total mass of reactants equals total mass of products

Atoms can’t be created or destroyed, only rearranged



A 20g sample of compound A is mixed with 45g of compound 
B. A gas is produced. The final product has a mass of 55g.  
What is the mass of the gas produced?  

Reactant 1 + Reactant 2 --> Product 1 + Product 2 

20g 45g+ --> __ g

65g --> 65g

+55g 10

CONSERVING MASS



COUNTING ATOMS

Symbol represents one atom of that element

i.e.      Na = 1 sodium atom

Subscript written at lower right corner indicates number of atoms

i.e.      H2 = 

Subscript outside brackets multiplies to all elements inside brackets

i.e.      Mg3(PO4)2 =

2 hydrogen atoms

3 magnesium, 2 phosphate ions



COUNTING ATOMS
Coefficient written in front of a chemical symbol indicates number of 
atoms of that element

i.e.      3C =

Coefficient written in front of a chemical formula multiplies to each 
element in formula

i.e.      2H20 =

            3Cu(SO4) =

            4Pb(NO3)2 =

4 hydrogen,

3 copper,

4 lead,

3 carbon atoms

2 oxygen atoms

3 sulfate ions

8 nitrate ions



HOW TO BALANCE
Step 1: count atoms of  each element on each side             

Step 2: add a coefficient in front of  formula with uneven 
atoms in it and adjust count - can’t add or change subscripts 
(do H and O last)

Step 3: keep adjusting coefficients until there is identical 
numbers of  each type of  atom on each side

C + O2 CO2

Mass of  reactants = Mass of  products


